The rotation distance d(S, T ) between two rooted binary trees S, T of n vertices is the minimum number of rotations to transform S into T . A basic upper bound of 2n − 6 valid for n ≥ 11 has been established in [11] , but no efficient algorithm has been found thus far to compute the rotation distance exactly, nor it is known if the problem is NPhard. Let the vertices of S, T be identified with the integers from 1 to n in infix order. Two edges, one in S and one in T , are equivalent if they lead to subtrees containing the same subsets of integers. As known, if equivalent edges exist any optimal rotation algorithm cuts S, T into pieces by deleting such edges and treats the pieces separately. We show that the possibility of forming new equivalent edges with just one rotation is highly beneficial due to the factor 2 applied to n in the upper bound on d(S, T ) and prove that such a feature can be detected in linear time. As a consequence we reformulate the upper bound on d(S, T ) and give lines for designing a new rotation algorithm. An extensive set of experiments on trees up to 18 vertices shows that this algorithm gives almost optimal values for the number of rotations. On average such values coincide with the optimum if approximated to the closest integer.
Rotations as interval transformation
Consider two rooted binary trees S and T of n vertices. The vertices are identified with the integers from 1 to n in infix order so that all the vertices in the left (respectively, right) subtree of each vertex v are smaller (respectively, greater) than v. All our trees will have implicitly this form. Letting vertex u be a child of v, the rotation rot(u, v) is a well known operation preserving the infix order. See Figure 1 where rot(5, 7) transforms a tree S into S , and the inverse rot(7, 5) transforms S into S. Some facts can be immediately stated. [i, j] , with 1 ≤ i ≤ r ≤ j ≤ n. The interval [i, j] will denote the subtree.
Fact 1 In a tree S all the vertices of a subtree rooted at r belong to a closed interval

Fact 2 In a tree S, the parent (if any) of a subtree [i, j]
rooted at r is i − 1 or j + 1. In the first case j + 1 is the first vertex greater than r encountered in the path from r to the root of S. In the second case i − 1 is first vertex smaller than r encountered in the same path. This implies that i − 1 and j + 1 cannot be leaves.
In the tree S of Figure 1 the interval [3, 9] denotes the subtree rooted at 7. The parent of 7 is 3 − 1 = 2 while vertex 9+1 = 10 does not exist in this case. The interval [3, 4] denotes the subtree rooted at 3 whose parent is vertex 4+1 = 5, while vertex 3 − 1 = 2 is found as stated in Fact 2. It should be clear that the set of all the intervals of a tree S identifies S exactly. We then adopt the representation shown in the self-explaining Figure 2 , called the interval structure of S. The (not shown) interval [1,n] denotes the whole tree. Since intervals correspond to subtrees, any two intervals may totally but not partially overlap. interval [3, 6] disappears and interval [6, 9] appears. Consider the rotation rot(5, 7) in Figure 2 where [3, 9] denotes the subtree rooted at 7 in S. The interval [3, 6] (left subtree of 7 in S) disappears in S ; the new interval [6, 9] (right subtree of 5 in S ) appears; and all the other intervals remain unchanged. Let us now discuss tree transformation via rotations.
Fact 3 A rotation rot(u, v) transforming S into S changes exactly two intervals, namely, one interval of S disappears and a new interval appears in S .
The rotation distance d(S, T ) between two trees S and T is the minimum number of rotations needed to transform S into T . The problem was originally introduced by Culik and Wood [4] who gave the upper bound d(S, T ) ≤ 2n−2. In a seminal paper, Sleator, Tarjan, and Thurston [11] proved that d(S, T ) ≤ 2n − 6 for n ≥ 11. Luccio and Pagli [7] gave a different proof of this bound, also proving strict upper bounds for any n < 11 that are of scarce theoretical interest but are relevant in the present work. Several lower bounds for specific families of trees have been given by Dehornoy [5] and by Luccio, Mesa Enriquez, and Pagli [8] , without reaching the upper bound 2n−6. No efficient algorithm is known to determine d(S, T ) but estimates were given by Pallo [9] , Rogers [10] , and Baril and Pallo [1] . Approximation algorithms have also been proposed by Li and Zhang [6] and by Cleary and St. John [2] . It is not known if the problem is NP-hard.
It is important noting that a bijection between tree rotations and convex polygon triangulations was shown in [11] , and the rotation distance was studied in this framework. The same approach was then followed by several of the mentioned authors. In this work we study rotations as integer interval transformations that, we believe, makes the problem much better understandable.
As it will be explicitly stated some of our steps are a direct consequence of concepts and results of [11] .
A basic concept related to d(S, T ) is the one of equivalent edges, i.e. two edges, one in S and one in T , incident to the roots of two subtrees represented by equal intervals. In the example of Figure 1 the edges (2,7) in S and (2,5) in S are equivalent as they lead to two subtrees represented by the same interval [3, 9] . In Section 2 we show how equivalent edges created by single rotations in one of the trees can be used to determine a new significant upper bound on d(S, T ). In section 3 we extend this result to rotations in both trees. In Section 4 we propose a new rotation algorithm based on the above results and show how, for trees up to 17 vertices, the resulting number of rotations is on the average very close to the true value of d(S, T ) computed by exhaustion. A somehow similar approach was taken in [1] under the paradim of triangulation, leading to new upper and lower bounds on d(S, T ) and to an intersting heuristic rotation algorithm. However the rotations used were different from the ones proposed here and the experimental results were focused on parameters non comparable with ours.
The role of equivalent edges
It has been observed by several authors (e.g., see [2] ) that, if two trees S, T have e ≥ 1 equivalent edges: (i) the value of e can be determined in linear time; and (ii) d(S, T ) can be determined by removing such edges to obtain two forests
.., T e+1 }, and considering rotations inside the pairs S i , T i only. That is all such pairs can be treated independently and we
Here we discuss the role of new equivalent edges induced by single rotations. This approach is completely new.
Referring to point (ii) above, let S 1 , ..., S e and T 1 , ..., T e be the portions of S, T disconnected by removing the equivalent edges, and S e+1 and T e+1 be the portions that remain. Each pair S i , T i contains the same subset of vertices, not necessarily an interval (i.e. S i , T i are not necessarily whole subtrees of S, T ). S e+1 , T e+1 contain the roots of S, T . In the tree S in the left of of Figure 1 let (3,4) and (7, 5) be the equivalent edges with a hypothetical tree T . After removal of these edges we have S 1 = [4] equivalent to a subtree T 1 = [4] ; S 2 and the corresponding tree T 2 containing vertices {3, 5, 6}; S 3 and the corresponding tree T 3 containing the remaining vertices {1, 2, 7, 8, 9}. Note that, although edge (7, 5) led to the interval subtree [3, 6] , S 2 is not an interval because its subtree S 1 is removed. Similarly S 3 is not an interval.
The transformation of S into T by rotating vertices inside the tree pairs crucially relies on Fact 2. In fact when a tree S i and its subtrees S i 1 , ..., S is (if any) have been transformed into the corresponding trees in T , all the vertices of these trees form two identical subtrees [h, k] of root r in S and T and the 
In conclusion the two rotations either do not trivially interfere (cases (i) and (ii.a)), or cannot occur (cases (ii.b) and (ii.c)). 2
To some extent Fact 4 can be seen as a consequence of Lemma 3 of [11] which states that, if in the triangulation framework one diagonal of S can be flipped to form a common diagonal with T , then there is a minimal sequence of moves where such a flipping can be executed as the first one. However our proof is simpler and the implied transformation of intervals is more informative on the effect of the rotations.
Let R be the set of all possible rotations in S each one causing the appearance of a new interval also present in T . An immediate consequence of Fact 4 is the following:
Fact 5 All the rotations in R may go on independently cutting the two trees S, T into two forests of |R| + 1 trees.
We now show how R can be found in linear time; how the upper bound on d(S, T ) is affected by R; and how a rotation algorithm can be designed to transform S into T . Figure 4 shows the structure of an algorithm ROT for constructing R that can be easily implemented with elementary algorithmic and programming skills, e.g. see [3] . Assume that S, T have no equivalent edges in their initial configurations otherwise the two trees would be decomposed into forests and the algorithm would be applied to each pair of corresponding trees. Recalling that each tree contains n − 1 intervals and that the extremes of such intervals are integers between 1 and n, the arrays of steps 4 and 5 can be sorted in linear time [3] . Finally also step 6 is performed in linear time as done, for example, in the MERGE phase of MERGESORT. For example, in the two trees S, T of Figure 5 algorithm ROT would detect the matching intervals [1, 6] and [10, 11] existing in T and created in S by rot(7, 6) and rot(12, 10), respectively (for the resulting upper bound on d(S, T ) see below). Let us now see how the knowledge of R allows to reformulate the upper bound for d(S, T ). As already said all the rotations specified in R can be executed in S independently of each other, then S, T can be divided into two forests and the corresponding pairs of trees can be processed independently. In the example of Figure 5 we would get three trees in each forest, one composed of vertices {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, another of vertices {10, 11}, and the third of the remaining vertices {7, 8, 9, 12, 13}. The impact on the value of d(S, T ), however, depends on the size of the trees in the forests, as different upper bounds to the rotation distance apply to different sizes.
In the following table we repeat the upper bounds of [7] as a function of the number of vertices (these bounds are also implicitly contained in [11] Assume that the rotations in R are applied to S to produce the two forests F S , F T each containing t i trees of i vertices, for 1 ≤ i ≤ 10, and t 11 trees of at least 11 vertices. 1 We then have:
d(S, T ) ≤ r + t 2 + 2t 3 + 4t 4 + 5t 5 + 7t 6 + 9t 7 + 11t 8 + 13t 9 + 15t 10 + 2n 11 − 6t 11 (1) where r is the total number of rotation needed to build the two forests and, in each forest, n 11 is the total number of vertices in the trees with at least 11 vertices. We have:
where the equality for r holds if the original trees have no equivalent edges (e = 0) so that the two forests are built only with the rotations in R. From now on we assume this condition to hold, that is we consider the highest (worst case) value in relation (1). Combining relations 1 and 2, and letting Δ = t 1 + 2t 2 + 3(t 3 + t 4 ) + 4(t 5 + t 6 + t 7 + t 8 + t 9 + t 10 ) + 5t 11 + 1
we immediately have the new upper bound:
Fact 6 For two trees S, T with no equivalent edges we have d(S, T ) ≤ 2n − Δ.
Assuming that n ≥ 11 (essentially this is the interesting case) we have Δ ≥ 6, and the equality holds only if t i = 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ 10, and t 11 = 1. Then we always have an improvement over the classical upper bound 2n − 6 unless R is empty, that is no equivalent edges are induced by one rotation. In the example of Figure 5 we have e = 0 and the upper bound 2n − 6 = 20 holds. With the forests induced by ROT we have instead t 2 = t 5 = t 6 = 1 and all the other t i = 0, then Δ = 11 for a new upper bound 2n − 11 = 15. In fact the expression of Δ shows how single rotations forming new equivalent edges sharply decrease the upper bound, and the effect is higher if the trees in the two forests are large.
The bound of Fact 6 indirectly depends on the values of t i , however, we have not yet stated how they are computed. In fact these values do not immediately come from the intervals found in step 6 of algorithm ROT because, as already explained, the trees in the two forests do not necessarily correspond to whole intervals. On the other hand we may desire to establish the value of d(S, T ) without actually performing the rotations specified by ROT. For this purpose a final step may be added to the algorithm based on a post-order traversal of S, T . Since the size (number of vertices) of S i , T i is given by the sum of the sizes of their left and right subtrees plus 1, these sizes may be computed during the traversal for all the possible subtrees of S without actually building S i , T i .
Rotating in S and T
Since a pair of consecutive rotations rot(u, v), rot(v, u) leaves a tree unchanged (see Figure 1) , the transformation S → T can also be studied as T → S, then reverting the chain of rotations. Or, as common in the literature, we may choose an intermediate tree Z, to study the overall transformation as S → Z, T → Z and then reverting the second chain. Following this approach we may apply ROT(S, T ) for finding rotations in S and ROT(T, S) for finding rotations in T , and then combine the equivalent edges thus found. In fact we will now show that the two sets of rotations do not interfere with each other, that is, a rotation in S forming a new interval already present in T does not prevent that a rotation in T forms a new interval already present in S, and vice-versa. We have: Now apply ROT(S, T ) and ROT(T, S) to find the two sets R S and R T of possible rotations inducing new intervals in S and T present in the other tree. Due to Fact 7 the two sets can be combined and we immediately have: Figure 6 : The two forests F T , F S generated with the rotations of Figure 5 , and their further division with the rotations rot(6, 2) and rot(10, 11) in F T .
Fact 7 Given two trees S, T with no equivalent edges, let rot(a, b) be a rotation in S forming a new interval
Consider again the example of Figure 5 , now repeated in Figure 6 with the two forests F S , F T generated by the rotations rot(7, 6) and rot(12, 10) in S already discussed. Independently of the above, the rotations rot(6, 2) and rot(10, 11) can be executed in F T to further fractionize the trees of the two forests, that now contain five trees with vertices {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, {6}, {7, 8, 9, 12, 13}, {10}, and {11}. We have t 1 = 3, t 5 = 2, and all the other t i = 0, and then Δ = 12 for a new upper bound of 2n − 12 = 14. Furthermore the approach can be iterated because, if the rotations of R S and R T are actually performed, new rotations may arise. For example in Figure 6 , rot(12, 13) can be executed in F S (tree {7, 8, 9, 12, 13}) forming a new equivalent edge with F T , to detach subtree [13] . It is important to note that the above rotations on S and T are truly independent, in the sense that the effect in one of the trees cannot be obtained by an "opposite" rotation in the other. For example in the subtree {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} the rotation rot(6, 2) in F T leads to a further fractioning, while no rotation would lead to equivalent edges in F S . Similarly the rotation rot(12, 13) in F S to detach leaf 13 has no counterpart in F T .
This suggests to refine the upper bound, and indicates how a first phase of a transformation algorithm can be designed. Such a phase, shown in Figure  7 as algorithm DOUBLE-ROT, divides S, T into two forests as rich as possible at the cost of one rotation for each new pair of matching trees. In fact DOUBLE-ROT can be simply simulated to compute a final value of Δ and the corresponding upper bound on d(S, T ), or can be executed as the start of an actual rotation algorithm. Starting with DOUBLE-ROT seems to be a good move although we cannot prove that this would lead to a minimal number of rotations. The time required by DOUBLE-ROT is clearly O(n 2 ). Finally note that for trees S, T with d(S, T ) = 2n − 6 both ROT(S, T ) and ROT(T, S) are ineffective (i.e., the produced sets R S , R T are empty) otherwise algorithm DOUBLE-ROT(S, T ):
1. call ROT(S, T ) to produce R S ;
2. call ROT(T, S) to produce R T ; 3. execute the rotations in R S ∪ R T to produce the forests 
The proposed algorithm and its experimental validation
We present now the results obtained with a new heuristic rotation algorithm that exploits the ideas introduced in the paper. For this purpose we first recall a definition coming from [7] . Given a vertex x in a tree S, λ S (x) (respectively, ρ S (x)) denotes the number of vertices in the sequence starting at the left (respectively, right) child of x and linked by right (respectively, left) pointers. For example in the tree S of Figure 5 we have λ S (5) = 2 as the above sequence consists of vertices 3 and 4, and ρ S (5) = 0 as vertex 5 has no right child. For a pair of trees S, T let c(
. In Figure 5 we have c(9) = 0 + 2 + 1 + 2 = 5. Note that vertex 9 has maximal value of the parameter c in S, T . A sequence of rotations in S and T that brings to the root of the two trees the same vertex x divides S and T into the forests {S l , S x , S r } and {T l , T x , T r }, where S x , T x contain x only, and S l , T l (respectively, S r , T r ) contain all the vertices smaller (respectively, larger) than x. In [7] it was shown that a if x is chosen as a vertex with maximal value of c, a simple additional set of rotations in S l , T l , and in S r , T r makes the trees in the two pairs identical. The algorithm called CENTRAL requires a total number of rotations upper bounded by 2n − 6.
Our new algorithm called ROT DIST is shown in Figure 8 . It first detects and removes the equivalent edges if any; then applies algorithm DOUBLE-ROT(S, T ) to detect and remove all equivalent edges that can be induced with one rotation; finally, if the two cases above do not apply, the algorithm moves
if n > 1 { 1. detect the equivalent edges and let e be their number; if e ≥ 1 { remove the equivalent edges to get the forests
detect the induced equivalent edges and let k be their number;
if k ≥ 1 { execute the rotations in S and T by Algorithm DOUBLE-ROT to produce the forests
foreach node x in S and T such that c(x) is maximal { execute the rotations in S and T to move x to the root, to produce the forests a specific vertex x to the roots of both trees with maximal value of c(x). In all cases the original trees are reduced to smaller ones and the algorithm is recursively applied. If equivalent and/or induced equivalent edges are found the upper bound of Fact 8 applies. Whenever no such edges are present, vertex x is used to partition the trees into subtrees with the same vertices. Then, unlike in algorithm CENTRAL, ROTDIST is recursively applied to such subtrees. It can be easily proved that the time required by ROTDIST is O(n 2 ), where the worst case occurs if no equivalent or induced equivalent edges are present, and x is the minimum or the maximum vertex of the trees, at any level of the recursion.
We have studied the behavior of the algorithm for couples of trees of n vertices, 11 ≤ n ≤ 18, where 11 is the minimal non trivial value for n and 18 is the maximal value for which we could compute the rotation distance by exhaustive search. For any fixed n, 1000 couples of trees were randomly generated. The number of rotations was computed in three different ways: as d(S, T ) through exhaustion; with the algorithm ROT DIST ; and with the algorithm CENT RAL. In Table 1 The variance is close for d(S, T ) and ROT DIST and is smaller for CENT RAL, possibly indicating that CENT RAL tends to generate similar sets of rotations for different trees while ROT DIST is more adaptive to the tree structure. Table 1 : Comparison of the number of rotations obtained with the proposed algorithm ROTDIST and with algorithm CENTRAL of [7] , versus the value of the rotation distance computed exhaustively.
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